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Answer Part-A which is compulsory and any four from Part-B. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

  
Part – A (Answer all the questions) 

Q1  Answer the following questions: multiple type or dash fill up type (2 x 10) 
 a) Liquid Penetrant Test is used to detect…………..cracks.  
 b) FFT is used to convert time domain signal to………….domain signal.  
 c) The  sampling  frequency  should  be  at  least  …………of  measuring 

frequency.  
 

 d) …………NDT  method  is  best  for  early  detection of damage  in 
composite structures. 

 

 e) A faulty motor can be checked by …………. analysis.  
 f) Magnetic Particle Test can only be used for………….material.   
 g) Fault in oil pipes can be detected by………..method.  
 h) Bearing  and  gear  faults  are best detected  at……….frequency 

spectrums. 
 

 i) In  misalignment  the  amplitude  of  vibration  in………….direction  is 
maximum. 

 

 j) Accelerometers are generally mounted on             for vibration analysis.  
    

Q2  Answer the following questions: Short answer type (2 x 10) 
 a) What is design out maintenance?  
 b) Give  few  examples  of  use  of Ultrasonic for  checking  the  condition  of 

equipments. 
 

 c) What  is  electric  current  monitoring  in  relation  to  motor  defect 
determination? 

 

 d) What is Over Equipment Effectiveness (OEE)  
 e) What is a bath tub curve?  

 f) How  to  distinguish  between  a  rotor  unbalance  and  misalignment  from 
vibration spectrum? 

 

 g) What are the advantages of NDT?  
 h) How do you monitor the condition of cross country pipe lines?  
 i) How do you quantify availability in terms of MTBF and MTTR?  
 j) What is the importance of trending in maintenance?  
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  Part – B (Answer any four questions)  

Q3 a) What  is  difference  between  fixed  time  maintenance  and  condition 
based maintenance? Give example of both. 

(10) 

 b) As maintenance engineers what maintenance strategy you will 
implement for running the plant at least cost. 
 

(5) 

Q4 a) What are the causes of machine vibration and what vibration 
measurement tools and methods commonly used for rotating 
machines? 

(10) 

 b) A  gear  box  has  a  high  level  of  vibration.  There  are  two  shafts 
connected  with  two  gears  with  20  and  35  teeth  respectively.  The  first 
shaft  runs  at  3600  rpm.  A  frequency  spectrum  at  the  running  speed 
3600 rpm shows a peak at 60 Hz, a larger peak at 35 Hz and peaks at 
1165, 1200 and 1235 Hz. Comment? 

(5) 

    
Q5 a) What is wear debris analysis? What are the three wear debris analysis 

techniques commonly used and compare their performance and use?  
(10) 

 b) Explain important parameters in oil contaminant analysis.  (5) 
    

Q6 a) What is thermal monitoring and what different thermal monitoring are 
used in industries? Explain principles and use of thermographs. 

(10) 

 b) Explain Electric Motor Current and Signature Analysis. (5) 
    

Q7 a) What  is  the  procedure  to  do  Failure  modes,  effects  and  criticality 
analysis (FMECA) 

(10) 

 b) How to do Fault tree analysis? (5) 
    

Q8 a) If a component has a failure rate of 3x10-6 failures/hour, what is its 
reliability for operating period of 1000 hours? If there are 3000 items in 
the test? How many failures are expected in 1000 hours? Assume that 
due to strict quality control premature failure rates have been 
eliminated and constant failure rate is assumed.  

(10) 

 b) What  is reliability?  How  to find out reliability  of  a  plant with number of 
machines? 

(5) 

    
Q9 a) Write down the basic principle of Ultrasonic fault detection.  (10) 

 b) What are the Industrial applications of NDT? (5) 
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